In this paper, we establish the lower density conjecture for harmonic measure in simply connected plane domains.
Introduction
Let f2 be a simply connected planar domain. Harmonic measure ~(w, E, f2) of a set E with respect to a point w C D can be defined as the normalized linear measure off -1 (E), where f is the Riemann map sending the origin to w. Harmonic measure has many applications and connections throughout analysis, probability, and dynamics; and it is of great interest to describe its geomeric properties.
In 1916, E and M. Riesz [GaMa] proved that if 0f2 is rectifiable, then for a set E C 0f2, w(E) = 0 iff A1 (E) = 0 (i.e., ~ << A1 << w). Makarov [Mak 85] and Pommerenke [Pom 86] improved this result by showing that on the cone points of 0f2, w << At << w and that the rest of Of 2 has a subset with full harmonic measure but with zero length. In 1990, Bishop and Jones [BiJo 90] further generalized the E and M. Riesz theorem by proving that for every rectifiable curve F, ~z << A 1 << w on F r Of 2. In [Bis] and [Bis 91], Bishop stated the lower density conjecture, which would generalize the theorem by Bishop and Jones [BiJo 90] , [BiJo 94 ]. This conjecture is stated later in this section as a corollary of the following result. The rest of this paper is devoted to proving Theorem 1. A general sketch of the proof is as follows. First, we fix a lower bound a > 0 and a scale R > 0 and let A~,n = {x E Of~ : a < liminf w(B(z'r) ) < (1.01)a, a < w (B(x,r) ) Vr < R}. r-+O r r ~ --Given x E Aa,R and a radius r (r < R) for which the liminf is almost attained, it is shown that if B (xi, ri) are disjoint disks in B(x, r) centered at points of Aa,m then
Zr i <_ 1 Zw(B(xi,ri)) < lw(B(x,r) ) < (1.01)r.
If Theorem 1 failed, there would exist x in some Aa,R and a small radius r chosen as above such that w(B(x,r)M Aa,n) is close to w (B(x,r) ) and A1 (B(x, r) 
Preliminary reductions
In this section, Theorem 1 is reduced to a simpler formulation. We first reduce the domain to a Jordan domain. Since Theorem 1 is equivalent to Corollary 1, it suffices to prove that if Corollary 1 holds for every Jordan domain, then it also holds for every simply connected domain fL For the proof, let F be a subset of 0f~ satisfying the hypothesis of Corollary 1 and let
By the Moore triod theorem [Pom 91], at w-almost every z C 0f~,
Hence f is at most two-to-one on a subset E of f-1 (F) with full measure. Let T be the family of the shorter arcs on 01I~ which connect a pair of identified points in E. Define
Ti = {I E T: 1/(i + 1) <II[ < l/i}
and let E~ (resp. El) be the set of the left (resp. right) endpoints of the intervals in Ti. Note that f is one-to-one on a set which does not intersect E~ (or El).
Fix i. Each interval I E Ti has a small subinterval I' with common left endpoint such that I' N(Uk<i E~) = O, since for any interval J with identified endpoints, either I c J or J c I. Let
IeT,~ k>i+l and let E2 = E \ El. Since Ui E~ C E1 and Ui Er n E 1 = 0, f is one-to-one on both E 1 and E2. Since Ei (i = 1, 2) are measurable, f(UceE, F1/2(()) are Jordan domains, where r 89 = {z E D: 1 -Izl > 89162 -zl).
Since A1 (f(Ed) = A1 (F) = 0, Corollary 1 on Jordan domains implies w(f(Ei)) = 0 and hence 27rw(F) = AI(E) = AI(E1) q-AI(E2) = 0. Then w << A1 on A~,R.
For the proof of Theorem 2, we first let f be a conformal mapping from II~ to 12. If Theorem 2 failed, we could fix a > 0 and R > 0 such that for some subset A of f-l(Aa,R), AI(f(A)) = 0 but w(f(A)) > 0. Assuming this, we also fix a density point (0 of A throughout Sections 3-6. The contradiction derived in Section 6 proves Theorem 2.
Local behavior of 0f2 near f((0)
In Lemma 3.1, we describe the behavior of 0f~ in a neighborhood of f((0). Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are steps for proving Lemma 3.1 and are not used in the other sections. Hence this section can be read independently of the rest of this paper.
Let dista (A, B) denote the length of the shortest path in 12 connecting a point of A to a point of B.
Lemma 3.1. For any t (0 < t < 1), there exists an arc I on OD containing (o such that for some ro < R, the following hold. and w (wo, OB(f(z), 89 ft\B(f(z), 89 .~ w(fl) .
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is given at the end of this section.
In the following lemma, we relate extremal length to harmonic measure. Let x E Oft and let s and r be small numbers such that 0 < s < re -4~. Let 3 be an arc on Oft containing z such that there exists an arc J C OB(z, r) A f~ which separates fl from w0 and which has the same endpoints as ft. Let f~ be the subregion of fl bounded by B and J. and let x0 and x~ be the points in B N OB (z,s) Let F" be the path family from L to r ((OB(x, s))(x0,xl)). Then for some C > 0,
where f~" is the component of f/,\r (L) containing w0, and the final inequality uses that L is bounded away from the right-hand edge of the rectangle. Hence 
Since w (13 N B(x,r) ) is increasing in r, the only discontinuities it can have are upwards jump discontinuities; hence ~(/3 n B(x, so)) a
Also, if el < e-4"/2, 80/?" <~ e -47r.
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Let {~i} be the disjoint collection of arcs on 0f~ having a circular crosscut Ji on OB(x, r) n f~ and satisfying ~i O B(x, So) r 0. Denote fl0 = r and let x~ and x~ be the points on fli n OB(x, So) through which r hits OB(x, so) first from the endpoints of fli. Let Fi be the path family in [~' connecting f~r n OB(x, r) and (OB(x, s0))(xg, xl), and let ~(Fi) = mi log r.
where the first equality follows from the definition of so and the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.2.
On the other hand, Lemma 3.2 implies
If ~i < 1/4C, where C is the constant from (3.4), then the right-hand side of (3.4) is smaller than 88 (so~r) m~ Since so/r < e -4~, 1 (3.5) -< m0 < 1, 2 where the left-and right-hand inequalities follow from the extremal length estimate for the annulus and (3.4), respectively. Let m ~ be the number satisfying
Then by the parallel rule of extremal length [GaMa] , [Pom 91] and (3.5),
This implies m t > 1 and (3.7) 1 -m0 < m ~ -1. 
Hence there exists i such that a 2 < C ~(/3~ ~(Z~) r r for some C > O. Now we prove Lemma 3.1, using Lemma 3.4.
Proof. Since if0 is a point of density of A, there exists a sufficiently small arc I on 01~ satisfying (i), (ii) and the inequality (3.9) a < w,_,x, r0,,CR( Y~ < (1.01)a.
r0
Let {Bi} be a disjoint collection of balls in B(x, ro) with centers in f(A); then
where the left inequality follows from the definition of A. This implies (iii). To prove (iv), let ~r0 _< s < ro and let/3s be the subarc of 13 containing x and having a circular crosscut on OB(x, s) N fL Let e2 > 0 be a constant smaller than ez and satisfying 20Ce2 < 1, where el and C are the constants from Lemma 3.4.
Then w(/3s)/s <_ e2a implies that there exists an arc/3~ such that
aS <_ cW(/3s) w(/31s) <__ Ce2aW(/3~) < a w(B(x, to)) s s s -2 ro
This contradicts (3.9), and hence we obtain w(fls)/S .w. a for every s E [~r0, r0].
On the other hand, let a and/3 be arcs on Oft with a C/3, and let xl, x~ be points of distinct components of/3 \ a with dist(a, xi) > 1. Given any e > 0, there exists > 0 such that Ix1 -x21 _< 6 implies w(z,a,f~) <_ e(z,fl, fl) for every z E f~ with 
Three standard lemmas
In this section, we recall three lemmas relating harmonic measure to the geometry of a domain. They will be frequently used in Sections 5 and 6.
The following lemma is a refinement of a theorem in [McM 70 ]. 
Then there exist C > 0 and p > 0 depending on the chord-arc constant of f~ such that

(hi(E) ~P ( il(E ) )1/I) C \A1(Oa)/ -< w(wo, E, fl) < C \Al(Ofl)
for all E C Off.
Proof. Since f/is a chord-arc domain and dist(w0, Of/) ~ diam(Of/), w and A1 are A~176
on Of~ with A ~176 constants depending on the chord-arc constant of f/. This implies that there exist C > 0 and p > 0 depending on the chord-arc constant of f/such that 
(AI(E) ~P
C
A'={(EI:[ANJl/lJ[>t'foreveryintervalJwith(EJCI}
for t ~ satisfying 0 < t' < t < 1. Then 
I\A' = {( E I : there exists J such that ~ E J C I and [(I\A) f-1 J[/[J[ > i -t'} = {( E I: M(X(I\A))(( )
>
w(fl\f(A')) > W(wo, OB(f(z), ~ ), f~\B(f(z), 89 ~\f(A'), n) w(B)w(f(z), ~\f(A'), n)
and wO3\f(A')) II\A 't ]II was chosen to be sufficiently small. Formula (5.2) will be frequently used in Section 6. = lr and f(z) e OB (f((o) , ~r0) in (3.1). To simplify the proof, we assume r g 0 The proof in the general case is given at the end of Section 6. The next proposition constructs a Lipschitz graph F in B (f((o), r0) .
Proposition 5.1. With A and A' as before and A1 ( f ( A ) ) = 0 but w( f ( A ) ) > O, let f(z) E OB(f((o), ~ro) and let B(f(z), ~ro) C f~ fq B(f((o),ro).
Then there exist a line segment L C f~ n B(f((o), ro) and a Lipschitz graph P over L such that
(i) ILl > 1 . _ gr0,
(ii) assuming L C I~, a Lipschitz graph F consists of horizontal segments Ii
and line segments lj with slope of +98000 which connect the endpoints of Ii and make the area below the graph as big as possible;
) the region between L and F is contained in B(f(G), 7"0) and does not intersect f(A').
Proof. First, we describe the basic construction of F when L C IR is given. Assume f(A') is compact. Since Aa (f(A')) = 0, there exist finite number of balls {Di} such that Z rad(Di) << IL l and f(A') C U Oi. We also take annuli Uk,1, Uk,2 (k = 1, 2,... ) as in Figure 5 , which satisfy 
Since t is greater than 1 -c(d),
Using property (iv) of Tk,i and (iv) of Lemma 3.1, we can construct disjoint balls B3 with centers in f(A) such that Otherwise, say that l~ is bad. If ti is good,
(The shaded region of Figure 7 is contained in It.) Also by (6.5), (6.8) ~{la~ -billl~ is bad} << ILl.
We consider three cases according to the geometry of F and f (A') and construct {B~} for each case. Assume ILl = 1. 
~{1% -dis It lis is good) > 11
Let Iis denote the horizontal segment of P adjacent to (aij, bi~) . If (6.13) holds, then by (6.12) and Lemma 4.2, (6.14)
w(f(z), 13\f(A'), f~) > ~_, bad (a~ ,bl ) for some c" > O, where ,, 1RTq~
(6.14) contradicts (5.2), as desired.
Hence it suffices to prove (6.13). three steps.
Step 1 
B(xi, llJil)).
We fix a bad (aio,bio) and prove (6.13) in Step 2. Construction of f24
For q e f(A') located between Jio and Of~3, let Bq be the ball adjacent to O(Qio\ft3) with center at q. We also let Tq be the horizontal diameter of Bq. Step 3. Contradicting the smallness property of w (X~o, ~io \f(A'), f~)
For good li located under Ji0, let l~ be the line segment in f~l such that l~ is parallel to li, p(l[) = p(li) and dist(li, l~) = clai -b d for the constant c of (6.6). Then The above inequality and Lemma 4.2 show that the right side of (6.18) is bounded below. Hence we obtain (6.13) for bad (ai,bi) , and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
1 1
Recall that we assumed r = ~r0 in Section 5. In case r < ~r0, construct L satisfying [L t > ~r and make the Lipschitz constant of F sufficiently greater than 98000. Then we can construct disjoint balls Bk with centers in f(A) such that rad(Bk) > (1.01). ro 6 r "5" ILl > (1.01)r0.
But since r ~ to, the Lipschitz constant of F can be bounded above. Also, every constant in the proof depends only on the Lipschitz constant of F. Hence the proof works for every r ~ r0, if we take the Lipschitz constant of F sufficiently large.
